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Bridging generational divides to co-create the future









What does it mean to cogenerate? Watch our video.
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What does it mean to cogenerate? Watch our video.
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A qualitative research study from CoGenerate and 31 young leaders who are committed to working across generations for change




READ MORE
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A qualitative research study from CoGenerate and 31 young leaders who are committed to working across generations for change




READ MORE











People of all ages want to work across generations to help others and improve the world around them.




READ THE REPORT










Working across generations can help America better solve its problems.
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Working across generations can reduce divisions in our society.
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May 15



CoGenerate 101 →















Favorite Past Events









Briefing: What Young Leaders Want – And Don’t Want – From Older Allies →










Cogenerational Social Healing →










Uniting Three Generations for Mental Wellness →






















What’s New




Here’s what’s happening at CoGenerate!







INNOVATION


A new chapter for the Encore Fellowships program →




10 awardees bringing generations together to advance economic opportunity. →














RESEARCH


NEW: What Young Leaders Want — And Don’t Want — From Older Allies. A qualitative study from CoGenerate and 31 young leaders →














MEDIA


Watch our founder and Co-CEO Marc Freedman in this PBS NewsHour feature called “Brief But Spectacular →















OLDER AND YOUNGER
COGENERATING CHANGE










We’re shining a light on powerful examples of cogeneration to change the narrative from generations apart to generations together.




STORIES
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Check out 10 things we look back on with pride.

Check out the 10 things we can’t wait to do next. 

Review our 5-year plan. 

Invest in our future. 




READ MORE
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[image: Quote]I think there’s a special magic that happens when generations come together. There’s a mutuality that emerges and a collapsing of power dynamics that invites us into a space of sharing our stories as co-learners. And reminds us that we have so much to learn from each other.


REV. JEN BAILEY
Founder and Executive Director of Faith Matters Network
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[image: Quote]Amidst so much grief and brokenness, unlikely relationships across age can be transformative, teaching us how to care for each other.


SERENA BIAN
Special Advisor to the U.S. Surgeon General and CoGenerate Board Member
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[image: Quote]Cogeneration has the potential to be the biggest social change opportunity of the 21st century.


DAVID HSU
Director (Building Cultures of Belonging) at Omidyar Network and Co-Vice Chair of the CoGenerate Board of Directors
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[image: Quote]Young people are building the world they’re going to have to live in. We want to shape the world that we’re going to leave behind. Those two things mesh up beautifully.


BILL MCKIBBEN
Founder of Third Act
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[image: Quote]If we don’t learn from the past, we’re setting ourselves up for failure. I think there’s enormous power in admitting that you might not know everything.


EMILY GARCIA-GREEN
Founder and Executive Director of Faith Matters Network
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[image: Quote]We want to unleash the power of the young, capture the wisdom of the older, and create something new that all of us will be proud of.


ANGELA GLOVER BLACKWELL
Founder in Residence at PolicyLink
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[image: Quote]Older people know how the system works and they have the social and financial capital to pull levers and make things happen, but they won’t come up with the right answer if there are no young people at the table. All of our biggest problems need intergenerational collaboration to succeed.


COLE STEVENS
Co-Founder of Bridgemakers
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[image: Quote]It is heartening to discover that when we take down our age-apartheid barriers, life can be like a multigen potluck, with each of us bringing to the table what we know or do best.


CHIP CONLEY
Founder of the Modern Elder Academy and Co-Vice Chair of the CoGenerate Board of Directors
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[image: Quote]We have to fight the climate crisis with the energy and ideas of the young people and the wisdom and experience of our elders. The only way we can solve this is by working on it together.


JAMIE MARGOLIN
Founder of Zero Hour
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[image: Quote]Intergenerational collaboration works best when it’s a two-way street and there’s mutual understanding and removing of stigma. The relationship is based on hope and optimism but also on accountability and progress. Young people aren’t just used as a ‘youth voice,’ but they are actually on the leadership team or board of directors.


MAHMOUD KHEDR
Founder and Executive Director of Faith Matters Network
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[image: Quote]It uplifts me to think about what older and younger people can do when we join forces. Fight polarization, end loneliness, beat back racism and ageism, save democracy and the planet. Why not? No mountain will be too high.


SUSAN GIANINNO
Senior Advisor at Publicis North America and Chair of the CoGenerate Board of Directors
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We run programs that support and accelerate cogeneration in the social sector.







*

The CoGen Challenge →

Bringing generations together to advance economic opportunity.




*

Encore Fellowships →

The Encore Fellowships program has a new home at The Fedcap Group.











*

Generations Serving Together →

Offering incentive grants to age-integrate national service programs




*

Encore Physicians →

Placing retired physicians at health clinics to treat underserved people and mentor younger colleagues
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Cogenerate with us!
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